The medically important drug target galectin-3 binds galactosecontaining moieties on glycoproteins through an intricate pattern of hydrogen bonds to a largely polar surface-exposed binding site. All successful inhibitors of galectin-3 to date have been based on mono-or disaccharide cores closely resembling natural ligands. A detailed understanding of the H-bonding networks in these natural ligands will provide an improved foundation for the design of novel inhibitors. Neutron crystallography is an ideal technique to reveal the geometry of hydrogen bonds because the positions of hydrogen atoms are directly detected rather than being inferred from the positions of heavier atoms as in X-ray crystallography. We present three neutron crystal structures of the C-terminal carbohydrate recognition domain of galectin-3: the ligand-free form and the complexes with the natural substrate lactose and with glycerol, which mimics important interactions made by lactose. The neutron crystal structures reveal unambiguously the exquisite fine-tuning of the hydrogen bonding pattern in the binding site to the natural disaccharide ligand. The ligand-free structure shows that most of these hydrogen bonds are preserved even when the polar groups of the ligand are replaced by water molecules. The protonation states of all histidine residues in the protein are also revealed and correlate well with NMR observations. The structures give a solid starting point for molecular dynamics simulations and computational estimates of ligand binding affinity that will inform future drug design.
■ INTRODUCTION
The specific binding of carbohydrate binding proteins (lectins) to glycoproteins or glycolipids directs a large variety of cellular processes, such as adhesion to other cells and trafficking of intracellular components. Hence, there is great interest in understanding the detailed molecular mechanisms governing the binding specificity between lectins and their cognate carbohydrate chains. This binding generally involves many hydrogen bonds, whose directionality can be difficult to characterize, as well as many indirect and dynamic interactions via water molecules.
Galectin-3 is a mammalian protein belonging to the galectin family, which has 15 members in mammals and is defined by affinity for glycans containing β-D-galactoside moieties. 1 The protein is found both in the nucleus and the cytoplasm of cells, and it is also secreted extracellularly, where it interacts with β-galactoside-containing glycoproteins and glycolipids. Galectin-3 consists of two domains. The carbohydrate-recognition domain (CRD) is C-terminal, while the N-terminal domain is involved in oligomerization, probably through formation of a coiled-coil structure, a characteristic that is unique among the galectin family proteins. 1 Recently, human galectin-3 has emerged as an interesting pharmaceutical target, owing to its involvement in various diseases, including inflammation, cancer proliferation and metastasis, and diabetes. 2−7 Many X-ray crystal structures of the C-terminal domain of galectin-3 (galectin-3C) in complex with synthetic ligands have been determined as a key tool in the structure-based design of new inhibitors. 8−16 The most successful candidates are derived from a core based on the natural substrate lactose, or the very similar dithiogalactoside core, and their sugar moieties conserve the same interactions with the protein residues as lactose. Enhanced affinity has instead been gained by the exploration of additional binding pockets without disturbing the disaccharide core. The structural basis for this inability to vary the core interactions is of fundamental interest. In a wider context, we are aiming to understand the basic principles governing protein−ligand interactions, in terms of absolute and relative free energy differences upon ligand binding, entropy−enthalpy correlation, and water dynamics, through the characterization of many novel, systematically varied synthetic inhibitors using a variety of structural and biophysical methods. A detailed experimentally derived description of the geometry of the hydrogen bonds in the ligand binding site of galectin-3 can explain why it is so difficult to tamper with the disaccharide core. Experimentally determined hydrogen atom positions will provide an unambiguous foundation for molecular dynamics simulations, free energy perturbation calculations, and quantum chemical calculations that inform drug design.
The relatively polar, surface-exposed ligand binding site of galectin-3 presents several residues that interact with the ligands through hydrogen bonds (Figure 1 ). Direct visualization of the H atoms using X-ray crystallography requires very high resolution data, usually beyond 1.1 Å, 17 and the visibility of H atoms depends strongly on the mobility of the heavy atoms to which they are attached, as measured by the atomic displacement parameters (ADPs). 18 Even in very highresolution crystal structures at <0.7 Å resolution, only about half of the most ordered H atoms can typically be observed. 18 In contrast, neutron crystallography is a powerful experimental technique for providing this information even at more modest resolution. The hydrogen bonding patterns of water molecules are particularly hard to probe with X-ray crystallography, as they are often more mobile than the protein atoms, but an elucidation of water H-bonding is also fundamental to an understanding of the enthalpic and entropic effects of expulsion of ordered water molecules from the binding site. Here again, neutron crystallography is an invaluable tool.
Recently, we presented a method to obtain large crystals of perdeuterated galectin-3C (up to 1.8 mm 3 ) in various states, allowing collection of neutron diffraction data up to 1.6 Å resolution. 19 Here, we present the first three neutron crystal structures of galectin-3C, involving unbound (apo) galectin-3C, as well as complexes with the natural ligand lactose and the ligand mimic glycerol, which essentially corresponds to one-half of a galactose molecule. These neutron structures provide novel information pinpointing the geometry and directionality of hydrogen bonds and protonation states of titrating residues. The results are fundamental for our understanding of ligand binding to galectin-3 and will serve to guide future inhibitor design.
■ RESULTS
We have determined three neutron crystal structures of galectin-3C: the unbound form (apo, 1.75 Å) and the complexes with lactose (1.7 Å) and glycerol (1.7 Å). All three structures were determined from crystals produced at pD = 7.9 (pH 7.5). Data quality statistics for the lactose and glycerol complexes have been presented previously, 19 and statistics for the apo-galectin-3C data set are given in Table 1 . All structures were jointly refined against the neutron data and room-temperature X-ray data collected from the same crystal, to much higher resolution. The room-temperature apo X-ray a Data statistics for the lactose and glycerol complexes have been presented previously. 19 In summary, the lactose data set is the result of combining two data sets from LADI-III and MaNDi at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA, and is exceptionally complete (95.8%) with good quality (R pim = 5.2%) and multiplicity (13.0). The glycerol data are from the monochromatic instrument BIODIFF at FRM-II, Munich, and are 94.7% complete to 1.65 Å with R pim = 8.7% and multiplicity 3.1. The glycerol data set was limited to 1.7 Å for refinement.
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Article structure was also built and refined to the highest resolution of the X-ray data since these extended to higher resolution (1.03 Å) than what we had achieved before (1.25 Å) . 20 The refinement statistics are consistent with the resolution and data quality (Table 2) . 19 The backbone traces of the three structures are essentially identical, and none of the protein side chains interacting with ligands differ in conformation between the three structures.
Hydrogen Bonding in the Lactose Complex. The 2m| F o | − D|F c | X-ray map for the lactose complex at 1.1 Å resolution shows that the entire lactose molecule is wellordered, consistent with earlier studies. 20 In the corresponding nuclear density map for the lactose complex, the galactose moiety is very well-defined, but some parts of the glucose moiety are less clear due to a combination of higher mobility and cancellation effects from the aliphatic hydrogen atoms on lactose, which is not deuterated (Figure 2) . Nevertheless, the hydrogen-bonding network between the inward-facing hydroxyl groups of lactose and the protein is very clear, and the protonation states of interacting residues are unambiguously defined. The directionalities of the three key H-bonding groups on the inside of the lactose molecule can now be described ( Figure 2 and Figure S1a ). In the following discussion, −OH will be used to refer to the hydroxyl groups and −O when 
Article referring specifically to the oxygen atoms. The three most important polar groups are the 4-OH and 6-OH hydroxyl groups of galactose (GalOH4 and GalOH6) and the O3′ hydroxyl group of glucose (GlcOH3′). The GalO4 oxygen atom accepts an H-bond from NH2 of Arg162 (2.09 Å) and its hydrogen atom is directed toward NE2 of His158 (2.00 Å), which is singly protonated on ND1. GalO6 accepts an H-bond from the amino group of Asn174 (1.81 Å), and the hydrogen atom of GalO6H interacts with the carboxylate group of Glu184 (1.86 Å). GlcO3′ accepts one H-bond from atom NH1 of Arg162 (1.88 Å), and GlcOH3′ donates its H atom to the deprotonated carbonyl group of Glu184 (1.72 Å). All distances in parentheses are from the hydrogen atom to the acceptor atom. Finally, the O5 atom of galactose (GalO5), enclosed within the sugar ring, accepts an H-bond from atom NH2 of Arg162 (2.21 Å).
Two other polar hydrogen atoms on the outer face of lactose are clearly visible, although they do not directly build H-bonds with the protein, but rather with surrounding water molecules. In particular, we see that the outward-pointing GalO3 accepts an H-bond from a water molecule (1.96 Å), which simultaneously accepts an H-bond from NH2 of Arg144 (1.88 Å), thus bridging an interaction between lactose and the protein. GalOH3 donates its H atom to a water molecule (2.09 Å), which interacts with other crystallographic water molecules further out of the binding site through an ordered H-bond network. The GlcOH2′ hydroxyl group is also clearly oriented, though it does not H-bond to any protein residue or water molecule. In contrast, nuclear density for the OH6′ group of glucose is not well-defined.
Interestingly, binding of lactose to the protein apparently leads to minor conformational strain within lactose. The 
Article geometry imposed by H-bonding to His158 puts the hydroxyl hydrogen atom in GalOH4 into an energetically unfavorable eclipsed conformation (dihedral angle 5°) with respect to the aliphatic hydrogen atom on C4 (Figure 2b ). In contrast, the GalOH6 and GlcOH3′ hydrogen atoms are almost completely staggered (dihedral angles 180°and 172°, respectively). On the outer face of lactose, the GalOH3 group is in a gauche conformation (dihedral 43°), and the GalOH2 group is staggered (164°).
Glycerol Closely Mimics the Inner Side of Lactose. In the glycerol complex, the six heavy atoms of glycerol completely overlap the inner part of the galactose moiety of lactose ( Figure 3 and Figure S1b ), as previously observed by ourselves 20 and others. 21 However, the present study allows localization of the hydrogen atoms for the first time. Both aliphatic and polar D atoms of the d 8 -glycerol molecule are visible; thus, there are no cancellation effects from the aliphatic H, as in the lactose complex. The interactions of glycerol with galectin-3C are essentially identical to those of galactose: O1 (equivalent to GalO4 in lactose) donates its H atom to NE2 of His158 (1.84 Å) and accepts an H-bond from NH2 of Arg162 (2.14 Å); O3 (equivalent to GalO6) donates its H atom to OE2 of Glu184 (1.82 Å) while accepting an H-bond from ND2 of Asn174 (1.88 Å), with the same geometry as in the lactose complex. Interestingly, the H atom in the remaining hydroxyl group (HO2; equivalent to the ring oxygen GalO5 in lactose) has a very clear directionality, despite not donating an H-bond to any protein functional group or water molecule. This appears to be due to the fact that O2 accepts an H-bond from NH2 of Arg162 (2.17 Å), placing tight restraints on the orbital orientations in O2. The angle between HH22 on Arg162, O2, and HO4 on glycerol is 111°, consistent with very good overlap of the lone pairs on O4 with the σ orbitals of HH22 (Figure 3a) .
The position of GlcOH3′ in the lactose structure is occupied in the glycerol complex by a well-ordered water molecule, which accepts an H-bond from NH1 of Arg162 (1.86 Å) and donates one to OE2 of Glu184 (1.68 Å). This arrangement strongly mimics the interaction made by GlcOH3′.
Three Water Molecules in the Apo Form Replace Key H-Bonding Moieties in Lactose. In the apo (ligand-free) neutron crystal structure at 1.75 Å resolution, only three water molecules are clearly visible in the binding site in the 2m|F o | − D|F c | neutron map (Figure 4 and Figure S1c ). The water molecules are bound at the positions of the inner oxygen atoms of bound lactose. Again, this has been observed previously, 20, 21 but hydrogen atom positions are identified for the first time here using neutron diffraction. The GalOH4 position is occupied by W1, GalOH6 by W2, and GlcOH3′ by W3. The isotropic B-factors of the three water molecules are similar (52.0, 41.9, and 47.5 Å 2 , respectively). At 1.03 Å, the full resolution of the X-ray data, a further three water molecules are observed at lower electron density levels (down to 0.6σ) at the positions of GalC6, GalO1, and GalO5 (Figure 4d ). These three water molecules were also seen in our previous X-ray structure of apo-galectin-3C at 1.25 Å. 20 The water at GalC6 appears to be a low-occupancy alternative conformation for W2. A further two water molecules were seen in the binding site in the 1.25 Å structure, but these may have been due to traces of lactose in the protein preparations, as noted previously. 19, 21 Here, we will describe only the waters visible in the nuclear density maps.
The H-bonding directionality of W2 is clearly determined (Figure 4b) , showing a nuclear density peak tilted toward Glu184, similarly to the hydroxyl group GalO6 of lactose. W2 accepts an H-bond from Asn174 (1.95 Å) and donates one to Glu184 (2.47 Å). W3 also shows clear nuclear density, with Hbond orientation similar to that in the glycerol and lactose complexes. It accepts an H-bond from Arg162 (1.90 Å) and donates one to Glu184 (1.81 Å; Figure 4a ,b). The nuclear density for the deuterium atoms on W1 is weaker; nevertheless, it is possible to model an orientation in which a single, relatively long H-bond (2.33 Å) is made to His158 (Figure 4a,b) . The second proton appears disordered. This water molecule also accepts a hydrogen bond from Arg162 (2.16 Å), and it is clearly visible in the X-ray map (Figure 4c ), albeit that it refines with significant anisotropy, disordered in the imidazole plane of His158. Its lack of clarity in the nuclear density map may be due to a combination of this mobility and limitations in the neutron diffraction data.
Interestingly, the hydrogen bond of W2 rotates by about 45°a way from OE2 compared to the two other structures, lengthening the H-bond from 1.90 Å in the lactose complex and 1.82 Å in the glycerol complex to 2.47 Å. Likewise, the Hbond of W3 rotates away from Glu184, but the H-bond distance stays approximately the same, at 1.81 Å compared to 1.72 Å in lactose. The H-bond orientation of the corresponding water molecule in the glycerol complex is more similar to that in lactose. This indicates higher conformational freedom in the mobile water molecules than in the ligands.
Protonation States of Histidine Residues: Correlation between NMR and Neutron Observations. Histidine side chains have two nitrogen atoms that can be protonated, ND1 and NE2. The pK a values of these atoms are similar (6.6−7.0) and close to neutral pH. Therefore, there are three possible tautomeric states: the H−NE2 tautomer, which is the most stable noncharged state; the rare H−ND1 tautomer, which typically occurs only when stabilized by specific interactions; and the positively charged state, in which both NE2 and ND1 are protonated. 22 It is necessary to determine the protonation state in order to understand function and to provide correct starting models for computational studies. The combination of neutron crystallography and NMR spectroscopy provides a unique opportunity to determine the protonation state of His residues in a protein. The NMR experiments show that the tautomers present in solution at pH 7.5 (the value used for crystallization was pD 7.9, equivalent to pH 7.5) agree well with those observed in the neutron structures (Table 3) . 
Article There is complete agreement between all neutron structures and the NMR experiments for His158 in the carbohydrate binding site ( Figure S2a ) and for His223 ( Figure S2b ). Both methods unequivocally show that His158 is singly protonated on the ND1 atom, whereas His223 is singly protonated on NE2. The presence of this unusual H-ND1 tautomer is consistent with the fact that NE2 of His158 is a critical H-bond acceptor for HO4 of lactose. Furthermore, the rare tautomer is stabilized by a hydrogen bond to the unprotonated carboxylate side chain of Asp148. His223 is located far from the binding site. Its protonation state is determined by an H-bond from NE2 to the main-chain carbonyl group of Glu205 ( Figure S2b ). This interaction holds together two loops at the end of the β-sandwich. ND1 of His223 is the H-bond acceptor for the end of a chain of hydrogen-bonded water molecules.
For His208, the NMR experiments show experimentally that its pK a is 6.20, which yields a population of the charged state of 5% at pH 7.5. Furthermore, both neutral tautomers are also present, with a major population of NE2 and minor population of ND1. Thus, all three tautomers are present in solution. These observations are augmented by the neutron crystal structures, which show that this residue has two distinct conformations in all structures ( Figure S2d ), which refine well with approximately equal occupancy. In both conformations, NE2 appears to be protonated, but the overlap of the two conformations prevents us from unambiguously determining the protonation state of the ND1 atom, or indeed which of two possible orientations related by an 180°flip the side chains have. In one of the conformations, NE2 donates a hydrogen bond to the unprotonated carboxylate side chain of Glu205; in the other, it makes no clear interactions. ND1 makes no interactions to surrounding residues in either conformation.
For His217, the NMR results indicate the presence of all three tautomers: one major state with NE2 protonated, a lowerpopulated state with ND1 protonated, and a very small population (1%) of the charged state. In the lactose neutron crystal structure, His217 appears to be doubly protonated. If this structure is refined with His217 protonated only on the NE2 atom, a positive 2m|F o | − D|F c | difference density peak is seen at the position of the HD1 atom. However, the structure refines equally well with the deuterium atoms at full or half occupancy; thus, the neutron data are not sufficient to quantify the relative populations. In contrast to His208, His217 accommodates the different tautomers without any changes in side chain orientation. The results for the apo and glycerol neutron structures differ from lactose: the residue appears to be protonated only on NE2. In the apo structure, there are some indications of partial protonation of ND1 ( Figure S2c) , which is also seen in the 0.86 Å X-ray structure at 100 K. 20 In summary, the NMR results broadly agree with the distribution seen in the neutron structures in that the dominant species is protonated on NE2.
■ DISCUSSION
The three neutron crystal structures of galectin-3C presented here identify for the first time experimentally the positions of key hydrogen atoms in ligand complexes and in the apo protein, thereby highlighting the exquisite fine-tuning of Hbonding interactions in the carbohydrate binding site to exploit all available interaction possibilities in the disaccharide core and providing experimental support for geometry that could only be inferred until now. Even in the highest-resolution X-ray structure obtained to date, the 0.86 Å structure of the lactose complex, 20 the H atom positions are much more ambiguous. The protonation state of His158 is discernible, and some of the aliphatic H atoms on the galactose moiety are visible, but the only well-defined H-bond is the one between GalOH4 and His158. Thus, the combination of neutron and X-ray crystallography, the latter to very high resolution, gives a powerful combination of accuracy in the heavy atom positions while allowing unambiguous localization of hydrogen.
For the most part, the important H-bonds are achieved while maintaining an undistorted, low energy conformation of the ligands, with gauche or staggered conformations around the C− O bond in the ligand hydroxyl groups. The exception is the Hbond made between GalOH4 and His158 in which the hydrogen atom is in an eclipsed geometry with respect to the other end of the C−O bond.
As previously observed, 20,21 the non-natural ligand glycerol closely mimics the inner side of the more tightly bound of the two sugar moieties in lactose, namely, galactose. The H-bonds made by the OH4 and OH6 groups of glycerol are remarkably similar to those made by GalOH4 and GalOH6 in lactose, in both cases showing high directionality and suggesting that it would be hard to replace these moieties with functional groups that make less directional interactions with the protein, such as halogens, while maintaining tight binding of synthetic inhibitors. The results confirm that inhibitor design has been wise to focus on exploitation of additional nearby binding pockets on the surface of galectin-3 rather than modification of the core carbohydrate binding moieties. The lactose and glycerol complexes also pinpoint for the first time a critical Hbond donation from an arginine side chain (Arg162) to the cyclic oxygen atom O5 of the core recognition motif, namely, the galactose moiety in lactose. Despite not H-bonding to any external group, the H atom on O4 of glycerol is highly directional, emphasizing the necessity to orient the p-orbitals of O4, and thus GalO5 in lactose, toward Arg162. This is a further demonstration of the detailed fine-tuning of protein side chain interactions to exploit every possible H-bonding possibility on the carbohydrate core.
The neutron structures described here have highlighted the central role of Arg162 in maintaining the conserved H-bond network, as it participates in three highly directional H-bonds to lactose. These results are in agreement with NMR experiments, which show that the guanidine group of this residue is not more flexible than the backbone amide groups. 9 There is excellent agreement between the protonation states of galectin-3C histidine residues observed by neutron crystallography and by NMR. Of these, the functionally most interesting is His158 in the binding site. Both methods agree that the rare ND1-protonated tautomer of His158 is crucial for the recognition of the galactose O4 hydroxyl group. This tautomer is stabilized by an H-bond from ND1 to the unprotonated Asp148.
In the unbound form of galectin-3C, three water molecules occupy the three important sites corresponding to the inner oxygen atoms of bound lactose, which are critical for ligand recognition. The neutron crystal structure shows that two of these water molecules, namely, W2 and W3, build highly directional H-bonds with the protein. Interestingly, these waters, in particular W3, are both replaced in the natural ligands by moieties that are able to build a strong and directional hydrogen bond, while still keeping the interaction with the positive NH donor. It is likely that the release of these waters upon ligand binding is associated with a favorable
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Article change in entropy. W1, although located in the same position as the GalO4 oxygen atom, shows a less well-defined neutron density. This water molecule is not more mobile than the others, but anisotropic atomic displacement parameters indicate that it moves in the same plane as the ring of His158. This suggests that W1 prefers to build an electrostatic interaction with His158, perhaps sacrificing strict H-bond directionality to gain entropy. Similar observations of buried water molecules with high disorder have been reported previously and have been related to increased entropy upon binding, compared to bulk water. 23 This result suggests that it might be advantageous not to occupy this water site by ligand oxygens in order not to trigger an entropically unfavorable water release.
■ CONCLUSION
Taken together, the present results provide a detailed picture of the critical H-bonds involved in ligand binding for galectin-3. The high directional specificity of H-bonding interactions in the shallow, exposed binding site of galectin-3 explains the success of disaccharide templates (e.g., thiodigalactoside) 8, [13] [14] [15] [16] 24, 25 as the basis for all potent galectin-3 inhibitors to date and suggests that it may be difficult to identify inhibitors with novel chemotypes through, e.g., fragment or high-throughput screening. Nonetheless, the results also suggest novel approaches to leverage subtle differences in the hydrogen bonding observed for waters bound to the apo protein and ligand oxygens in the complexes. Above all, the observed hydrogen positions can now be used as a benchmark for theoretical methods and to improve force fields for molecular modeling.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Crystallization, Data Collection, and Refinement. Protein expression, perdeuteration, purification, crystallization, generation of the apo form, data collection, and data quality statistics for the lactose and glycerol complexes have been described previously. 19 A crystal of the apo protein measuring around 1.0 mm 3 was mounted in a thickwalled quartz capillary (Vitrocom; from CM Scientific, Silsden, UK), with internal diameter of 1.5 mm. A plug of deuterated crystallization mother liquor was left at one end the capillary. Data to 1.75 Å were collected at the LADI-III instrument of the Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France. 26 Twenty-six images with 4 h exposures were taken, in three different crystal orientations. The wavelength range was 2.74−3.57 Å. The crystal was rotated by 7°between exposures, and the total data collection time was ∼4.5 days. Data were indexed and integrated using LAUEGEN, 27 wavelength-normalized using LSCALE, 28 and scaled and merged using SCALA. 29 Room-temperature X-ray data were obtained to 1.03 Å resolution from the same crystal at beamline BM30 of the ESRF, Grenoble, France, using a beam size of 0.3 × 0.3 mm. Data were collected in two passes: first, a low-dose pass to 1.3 Å with 250 × 1°rotations and exposure time of 0.5s , followed by a highresolution pass to 1.02 Å with 260 × 1°rotations and exposure time of 4 s. The X-ray data were integrated using XDS and merged using XSCALE. 30 Merging of MTZ files and other file manipulations were done using programs from the CCP4 package. 31 Data quality statistics are presented in Table 1 .
All structures were refined jointly against neutron and X-ray data with phenix.refine. 32 The starting model for all refinements was a lactose-bound galectin-3C X-ray structure at 0.86 Å resolution, 20 omitting water molecules and the ligand. The ligand molecules and restraints were built using the eLBoW tool in Phenix. 33 The structures, without water molecules but with the ligand (if present), were briefly refined using only X-ray data at the highest resolution of the neutron data until the R free , R work , and geometry/atomic displacement parameter weight values converged. After this, joint refinement with X-ray and neutron data was done using phenix.refine. 34 Oxygen atoms of water molecules were added manually by inspecting only the electron density maps in Coot. 35 Waters were added if visible in the electron density map at the neutron data resolution, while those waters that were visible only at higher resolution were not added. When satisfactory R work and R free values were obtained, we added the remaining X-ray data to the highest possible resolution, which enabled refinement with anisotropic ADPs, even for the D atoms. This resulted in reduction of the neutron R free values, demonstrating the validity of this approach. To avoid bias toward the X-ray data due to the much higher number of X-ray reflections, a careful screening of relative weights for the X-ray and neutron terms was carried out. We found that the use of anisotropic ADPs, made possible by using all available X-ray data to the highest possible resolution, produced the best models, with a significant improvement in the R free value for the neutron data to 1.7−1.8 Å compared to using only isotropic ADPs. An extensive screening of the relative X-ray and neutron weights for coordinate and ADP refinement showed that there was no risk of overfitting the neutron data, so we chose to weight X-rays and neutron data equally, as is done by default in phenix.refine. Deuterium atoms were added in all positions and refined as individual atoms with bond lengths restrained to ideal values from neutron crystal structures. Finally, since the current apo structure is the highest resolution one to date at room temperature, we also refined the model to the full resolution of the X-ray data, adding some water molecules that were not observed in the neutron maps. In this case, the deuterium atoms were refined in riding positions. Refinement statistics are presented in Table 2 . The crystal structures, X-ray, and neutron diffraction data have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank with accession IDs 6EYM (lactose complex), 6EXY (glycerol complex), and 6F2Q (ligand-free).
NMR Spectroscopy and Determination of Histidine Protonation States. The NMR samples contained 0.3 mM uniformly 13 C HSQC experiments were carried out at a static magnetic field strength of 11.7 T and temperature of 301.15 K on an Agilent DirectDrive VNMRS spectrometer. Spectra were acquired with spectral widths of 8012 and 3750 Hz in the 1 H and 13 C dimensions, sampled over 2240 and 62 points, and with the carriers positioned at 4.75 and 125.9 ppm, respectively. NMR data were processed using NMRPipe 36 and analyzed using CCPNMR Analysis 2.4.2. The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the ACS Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/acs.jmedchem.8b00081. Neutron diffraction analysis of protonation state of His residues in galectin-3C. Schematic diagram of hydrogen bonding patterns in the three neutron crystal structures of galectin-3C (PDF)
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